Quality application for an unrivaled finish
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Render solution
for new builds
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Baumit UniRend™

Solution for new builds
Flexible render system
Cost effective
Alternative to sand and cement
or monocouche
From small to large-scale new build
projects, the UniRend™ System provides
a cost-effective alternative to sand and
cement or traditional render options such as
monocouche.
The UniRend™ system consists of a
combination of versatile products that work
together to ensure a strong and robust
building.

BENEFITS
The core of the system is a pre-blended,
factory mixed lime-cement basecoat, Baumit
KZP 65. Optimised for elasticity, KZP 65
provides a solid base that absorbs any
stresses that might affect the substrate.
The system is finished with a silicone based
thin coat final layer alleviating the common
problem of cracking for a long lasting finish.

Strength
To minimise cracking, the UniRend™ system
components work together in layers for resilience and
robustness.
Versatility
Suitable for use on new block work, bricks and clay
block substrates.
Flexibility
Reinforced lime-cement helps to minimise settlement
cracks meaning less call backs.

SYSTEM BUILD UP
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Baumit Tops

Finish with a ready-to-use, weather
resistant top coat render
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Baumit UniPrimer

Durability
Weather and frost resistance means UniRend™ can
hold its own against the elements.
Breathability
Allows buildings to release moisture efficiently
allowing the building to breathe.*

Ready-to-use, all purpose primer
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Baumit StarTex**

Longevity
Colour pigments stay bright with less on-going
maintenance and cleaning required.
Usability
No pre-treatment needed for most substrates means
easy application either by machine or hand.
Creativity
800+ colours and design options for the perfect
finish.

High performance reinforcing mesh
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KZP 65

Versatile mineral lime cement render

*When used with SilikonTop or StarTop as a top coat.
** Mesh reinforcement is compulsory at stress points and optional
throughout the rest of the system.
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